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OverviewThis edition of Strong's concise dictionary of Biblical Greek and Hebrew contains superior

formatting and navigation for Kindle and displays beautiful Greek, Hebrew, and transliteration

beautifully.Description of Strong's Classic WorkStrong's concise dictionary of Biblical Greek and

Hebrew (including Aramaic as well), like his concordance, is a classic reference work for biblical

studies in the English-speaking world and is accessible to the layperson. Each word in Biblical

Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic is numbered, presented in Greek/Hebrew script and in transliteration

and is accompanied by a pronunciation guide. Each word is defined in English, and the

translation(s) of that word in the Authorized English Version are presented. Strong's work was

originally published in 1890 under the titles A Concise Dictionary of the Words in the Hebrew Bible;

with their Renderings in the Authorized English Version and A Concise Dictionary of the Words in

the Greek New Testament; with their Renderings in the Authorized English Version. They were

bound together with Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible.Beautiful Greek, Hebrew in This

E-BookThis digital edition of Strong's classic work is distinctive in not only presenting the Greek and

Hebrew/Aramaic in their respective scripts but doing so using in an aesthetically pleasing manner

that looks great on the Kindle. All Greek and Hebrew is accompanied by beautiful transliteration;

you do not need to know Greek or Hebrew to make use of this e-book.Superior Navigation Features

in This E-BookThis digital edition of Strong's Greek and Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible recognizes

that you do not generally read dictionaries linearly. As a result, there are multiple options provided

for powerful and rapid navigation. Note that navigation details might be different in the various

Kindle applications for platforms other than the Kindle itself.First, when you click on Go to in the

menu, you have the option of selecting Table of Contents. This Table of Contents provides

hyperlinks to each letter of the dictionary, first for Hebrew and then for Greek, along with the range

of Strong's numbers for that letter. Clicking on a link to a letter provides a list of options for the first

two letters of the word as well as the range of Strong's numbers for that letter combination. Once

you click on the desired two-letter combination, you can flip the page to get to the desired entry if

need be.Second, when you are reading, clicking the 5-way controller to the right will advance you to

the hyperlinked list for the next letter of the alphabet. Clicking the 5-way controller to the left does

similarly.Third, you can navigate directly to a particular glossary entry by clicking on Index in the

menu and typing in the letter "g" followed by the Strong's number for that entry for Greek, or "h"

followed by the Strong's number for that entry for Hebrew. For example, to navigate to the entry for

Strong's Hebrew #1234, simply type "h1234" into the text box and hit enter. To navigate to the entry

for Strong's Greek #1234, simply type "g1234" into the text box and hit enter. This option is not



available on first generation Kindles and might not be available on Kindle applications.Fourth, you

can navigate directly to a particular glossary entry by clicking on Index in the menu and typing in the

word in transliteration, preceded by "g " for Greek and "h " for Hebrew/Aramaic. For Greek, use the

same SBL transliteration scheme used in this book, leaving off any diacritics and using all

lower-case. For example, to navigate to the entry for Strong's #124, AÃƒÂgyptos, simply type "g

aigyptos" in the text box and hit enter. For Hebrew/Aramaic, type just the consonants (including

matres lectionis), using the transliteration scheme found in the preface. This option is not available

on first generation Kindles and might not be available on Kindle applications.
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The KJV and NASB Bibles on my Droid phone both provide Strong's numbers. With these numbers,

I can go straight to Strong's Greek and Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible and find the definitions I

need. In other words, when I'm using the Bibles on my Droid, I don't need the concordance part of



Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible. I only need the Greek and Hebrew Dictionary part of

his exhaustive concordance. That's why I'm glad to have Strong's Greek and Hebrew Dictionary as

a stand-alone book. I have found the Kindle version of this dictionary (which I use on my Droid) to

be very convenient (except for the initial load time of the Kindle app itself) and really easy to

navigate.You might think that I wouldn't need Strong's Greek and Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible

since the aforementioned Bibles on my Droid provide Strong numbers as well as definitions.

However, Olive Tree's KJV+Strong's adds commentary to Strong's definitions which adds

unnecessary and unwarranted bias and Olive Tree's NASB+Strong's uses drastically altered

definitions from those found in Strong's Greek and Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible. I either case, I'm

not really see what James Strong intended for me to see. That's why the original Strong's Greek

and Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible is the only way to go. I also have Strong's Exhaustive

Concordance of the Bible (in print form) for those times when looking up Strong's numbers on my

Droid is not convenient.

I cant speak to the accuracy of this, im no scholar, but if you are looking for a dictionary for word

studies or youre own translation, this is what youre looking for IF you already have the original

Hebrew or greek bible. it gives the word in its original format or spelling or language, whatever you

want to call it,(told you im no scholar) how to say the word, spelled In English, then the definition of

the word, followed by how the kjv defines or uses it. it does not have the original greek and Hebrew

scriptures in it, or any other translation for that matter. it is strictly a dictionary. I would give this five

stars but unless you can actually read greek/Hebrew, and only need a dictionary for those random

words you don't understand, its kinda hard to navigate. say if there are three words that you don't

understand you look the first up by clicking the right guide letter at the front of the book to put you in

the right area then flipping through till you find the right word no problem(its just like an English

dictionary), then you have to navigate back to the front of the book and start the whole process over

again. if this were a physical book, it would be perfect.

The Strong's Greek and Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible is an indespensible tool for those who seek

to understand clearly the meanings with the richness and depth of the original tongues. Clearly the

English language has deficits in this regard. However, the /Kindle version of the resource lacks what

the actual hand-held paper book does in regards to pronouncing the Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek

syllables. This can be found online but it is an important part of learning these languages and in the

proper pronunciation of the words in public circles.Navigation is also very clumsy and and page



numbers instead of locations would be more helpful in daily usage as the location numbers are

listed in tens of thousands, not very helpful.In using the search tool, it is my experience that using

Kindle search is always several, and I really mean SEVERAL minutes long. A much better

algorithim is needed for all book searches not just limited to text books or resource materials of

great length. I absolutely have seen faster searches take place on much slower devices using other

reading apps; although, Kindle is my primary application for nearly 90% of my ebook reading and

general ease of use.Bottom line...Needs a better Table of Contents, The Detailed list of Characters

with proper pronunciation listed according to the original layout in the Hard copy of the same Title.

Essentially I would like to see a faithfully reproduction of the original Strong's in ebook

format.Thanks,Kerry C. Faithful follower of Christ

Not what I expected. Very difficult to use. I guess its not suitable for regular users.

Good book for it's uses, however directions could be more clear. When purchasing, the need of a

concordance needs to be made clear. You can't use this without a concordance.

I am very satisfied with this product; it is as advertised. I would recommend this for anyone looking

for an item like this. On a scale of 1-10, 10 being the best, I rate this product a 10. Totally satisfied.

In the Strong's Concordance I can look up a word, the verse that contains that word, then go to the

translation. In the Kindle book I cannot find the verse for the word I am looking for, as it does not

contain verses. Depending upon the verse in which it is used a word can have a completely different

translation for other verses. This is not good and it is not helpful. I feel I have wasted my money on

this purchase. I cannot even type in the verse.

I was thinking when I ordered this that it would also have the English words, but you cannot type in

our words and find what you want. It has to be in Hebrew or Greek. I've had this for a year and am

still trying to figure it out. I wish now I had returned it as soon as I purchased it, but my mistake!

Unless you know Hebrew and Greek, do not purchase this as it will be of no use to you.
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